P RINT I N G

Specifications for File
Submission & Preflight
Procedures

COLORSPACE REQUIREMENTS

-Color should be CMYK or grayscale (no RGB, no Index)

P RINT I NG

The professional commercial printing industry uses the colorspace CMYK. It is an acronym for the four process
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is a colorspace used by website developers and digital photographers. Although Post Printing can convert files
on the fly, it’s best to be sure all your color images are converted to CMYK so you can see if any color shift has
occurred when converting from CMYK. Post Printing is not responsible for any color shifts when art is provided
in any other color space than CMYK.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR DIGITAL PRESS OUTPUT (NEXPRESS ONLY)
-Be sure to convert all spot colors to process.

PRINT I NG

If your job is to printed on our Kodak Nexpress digital press, some criteria should be followed to ensure proper
output. Preflighting your file is similar to an offset print job, but colors may behave differently in some cases.
Be sure to convert all spot colors - if any - to process. This will result in more consistent output. RGB images
are allowed in this scenario because the digital press is not built on CMYK technology. It’s a quick, usually less
expensive printing process than conventional printing.
For Dimensional Clearcoat printing on the Nexpress, first consult your sales representative on how best to
pursue this. A separate tutorial is available from Post on setting up files for this procedure.

SCANNING IMAGES IN YOUR DESIGN
-Continuous tone images should be 300 dpi
-Lineart images should be 1200 dpi

Any photos you may scan require a minimum 300 dpi. Anything less will be pixelated. Be sure any supplied
digital images are 300 dpi or above for quality reproduction. Photos are raster based images that combine
thousands of dots to make a photo. The more dots, the better the result. We recommend 300 dpi, not to exceed
600 dpi.
Lineart scans should be done at 900 to 1200 dpi. Anything less will be pixelated. Lineart graphics are vector
based art that require different algorithms to reproduce properly.

INCLUDING BLEEDS

-Bleeds required are .125”
-Bleeds required for Perfect Bound Covers is .25”
The single biggest violation in submitted files is the lack of the bleeds. This will always cause a production
delay and add labor to the job. It’s critical to have the bleeds active when submitting a job that requires a bleed.
The term “bleed” refers to any job where the image is required to print to the edge of the sheet. Due to the
mechanical finishing process for printed matter, extra image area or bleed must be included so the job can be
trimmed to size without any white showing.
Here’s what to check in In Design:
Click File/ Document Setup to set
bleeds at .125

Outer magenta rule indicates bleed
is active. Pull elements that need to
bleed to the bleed lines.

When exporting for PDF, Use
Document Bleed Settings MUST be
checked.
Always use Press Quality for your
Export to PDF Settings.

Lastly, preflight the final PDF to ensure your bleeds are intact. Mouse over the lower left
portion of your PDF to see the dimensions.

POST PDF SETTINGS
You MUST use the Press Quality when exporting to PDF. Using the generic Press Quality Setting from Adobe
Acrobat Professional is fine. If you want the custom .job applet to store Post custom PDF settings on your
computer, Post Press Quality Settings can be requested from natalie.mescher@postprinting.com
Using these setting will ensure proper PDF output suitable for production at Post Printing.
This file should reside in:
Home/Library/Application Support/Adobe/AdobePDF/Settings
Windows usersCopy the job options to C:\Program Files\Adobe\Acrobat 8.0\Acrobat\Settings.
(Note: Where the above path says Acrobat 8, locate the actual version you may be using - Ex: Acrobat 10 or 11).
As always, be sure bleeds are active. We require .125” bleeds. Perfect Bound covers should have .25” bleeds.
Please preflight your finished PDF for bleeds, resolution, color space (no RGB or Index color) and content before
submitting.

SUPPORTED SOFTWARE

PLEASE SUPPLY PRESS QUALITY PDF’S. PDF files MUST be flattened and all fonts embedded. Keep in
mind that fonts will not embed if they are not properly licensed.
We prefer single pages instead of spreads. Any job submitted in spreads will result in an extra labor charge.
OUR SYSTEM IS TOTALLY PDF. While we can accept all types of files from the Adobe Creative Suite and
Quark Xpress, PDF is preferred for efficient, problem free production.
When submitting native INDD or Quark files, you are required to Package the INDD files (found under File/
Package) or Collect For Output for the Quark files. This procedure ensures all linked and used elements will
accompany the job.
Please ZIP or stuff all native files. PDF files may remain as is so they can process automatically through our
Preflight and Kodak Prinergy DFE.

UPLOADING FILES

Use Post InSite, Dropbox, Hightail, or We Transfer.
Emailed files are accepted, but cannot exceed 25 MB.
The Kodak® InSite™ Prepress Portal system is a Web portal to the prepress
environment that lets printers and their customers work with print jobs over the
Internet. Prepress Portal helps to manage the proofing, correction, and approval
process so that it is more efficient.
Post InSite by Kodak is available for high volume customers. Please contact Natalie Mescher, Post Printing
Prepress Manager, for a separate tutorial regarding InSite.
natalie.mescher@postprinting.com
419-628-2321 ext. 241

PACKAGING FILES IN INDESIGN
If circmstances dictate that a native InDesign file must be submitted, it must be packaged. Packaging the file pulls
all the fonts, graphics and any other elements into a folder.
Click File/ Package
See the callouts below.
As you can see, files not packaged
create many problems because of
missing fonts and links.

Click File/Package

Summary makes you aware of any
problems. Note the information.

Fill this out for any contact
information, etc.

Be sure these boxes are checked.

PACKAGING FILES IN QUARK
If circmstances dictate that a native Quark Xpress file must be submitted, it must be collected. Collect for Output
pulls all the fonts, graphics and any other elements into a folder.
Click File/ Collect For Output
See the callouts below.
Choose File/ Collect For Output

Choose your name
for your output
file - usually adding
FINAL is a good
option.

Choose your destination.
Notice all the checks. You need to have all those
items checked for us to be able to produce the file.

EXPORTING A PDF IN QUARK
Choose File/Export/Layout As PDF

Choose All pages, and use
Press - High Quality/ High
Resolution. CLICK Options.

Bleeds MUST be activated!
Post Printing requires .125” bleeds.
Fill in all fields with .125”.
Click Capture Settings and OK.

NOTES

